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We’re 94% funded (only 6% more)!
We are thankful
for our partners
as we are now
94% funded in
our
sustaining
budget! To move
to Botswana, we must be 100% funded. We are
asking God to provide the remainder through
additional individuals, families, small groups
and congregational partners or through current partners who increase their gifts.
--------------94%----------->

The remainder in partnerships needed is:
2 @ $100/month ($1,200/year)
4 @ $50/month ($600/year)
4 @$25/month ($300/year)
Has God put one of these on your heart?

Missionary Training Courses in Canada
In June we traveled to Heritage College &
Seminary in Cambridge, Ontario, for two missionary training courses through MissionPREP.

As we write this newsletter, we have successfully completed the PLANTS course, which was

eye-opening! We anticipated a typical language acquisition skills development course
but were pleasantly surprised! In typical language courses, one memorizes word lists and
how to conjugate verbs, but this method focuses on intentional listening to and interacting with a mentor with whom a deepening

Training With New Missionary Friends

relationship is built. By hearing the host speak
in ordinary life and in guided practice, one becomes contextually familiar with the host language terms, sentence structure, and customs.
We were surprised by how much we could understand and begin to speak after only 10
hours of instruction in a new language! The
IMPACT course will enhance our cultural sensitivity and cover important topics on how to
function well in our new host world.

Prayer Requests
• To be fully funded by the first week of July
• Saying goodbyes to family and friends
• Last minute details in preparation to move
to Botswana in later July
• The Second Annual Church of God Southern Block Conference, July 31-Aug.4,
hosted by Botswana & for continued unity
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